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ABSTRACT: Designing high energy density dielectric capacitors for advanced energy
storage systems needs nanocomposite-based dielectric materials, which can utilize the
properties of both inorganic and polymeric materials. Polymer-grafted nanoparticle (PGNP)-
based nanocomposites alleviate the problems of poor nanocomposite properties by providing
synergistic control over nanoparticle and polymer properties. Here, we synthesize “core−
shell” barium titanate−poly(methyl methacrylate) (BaTiO3−PMMA) grafted PGNPs using
surface-initiated atom transfer polymerization (SI-ATRP) with variable grafting densities of
(0.303 to 0.929) chains/nm2 and high molecular masses (97700 g/mL to 130000 g/mol)
and observe that low grafted density and high molecular mass based PGNP show high
permittivity, high dielectric strength, and hence higher energy densities (≈ 5.2 J/cm3) as
compared to the higher grafted density PGNPs, presumably due to their “star-polymer”-like
conformations with higher chain-end densities that are known to enhance breakdown.
Nonetheless, these energy densities are an order of magnitude higher than their
nanocomposite blend counterparts. We expect that these PGNPs can be readily used as commercial dielectric capacitors, and
these findings can serve as guiding principles for developing tunable high energy density energy storage devices using PGNP systems.
KEYWORDS: BaTiO3, PMMA, SI-ATRP, core−shell nanocomposites, polymer-grafted nanoparticles, dielectric constant, dielectric loss,
energy storage, breakdown strength

■ INTRODUCTION
The rising demand for high energy density and high power
density devices necessitates innovation in energy storage
processes and materials.1 In particular, dielectric capacitors
have the highest power density among energy storage devices.
Dielectric materials can be classified into ceramic dielectrics
and polymer dielectrics.2−4 Among various ceramic-based
dielectric materials, barium titanate (BaTiO3) is of unique
importance owing to its high dielectric constant (εr).1,5,6
However, BaTiO3-based dielectric materials typically have low
dielectric strength and suffer from catastrophic failure,
nonflexibility, etc.1 On the other hand, polymeric dielectrics
such as poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) and polypropy-
lene (PP) possess several advantages, including high dielectric
breakdown strength, low dielectric loss, flexibility, formability,
solvent processability, self-healing capability, and graceful
breakdown failure over their inorganic counterparts.1 Con-
sequently, several research methods and strategies have been
employed for developing energy storage systems based on
polymer dielectrics.1,7−10 The polymer-based dielectric materi-
als normally have relatively low permittivities, resulting in
lower energy densities than needed for advanced applications.
As such, polymer nanocomposites containing ceramic nano-
particles and polymer matrices have been studied for achieving
high permittivity as well as high dielectric strength. However,

the nanocomposites in practice do not necessarily demonstrate
the combined properties of the ceramic and polymers due to
poor nanoparticle dispersion, agglomeration, field intensifica-
tion at the nanoparticle−matrix interface, etc.5,11
Polymer-grafted nanoparticles (PGNPs), wherein polymers

are grafted to nanoparticles, have emerged as good contenders
for designing nanocomposites with highly dispersed nano-
particles, controlled nanoparticle spacing, and reduced
property mismatch between the matrix and nanoparticle.12,13

Bare nanoparticles, as in the case of hard spheres, do not pack
very efficiently, and the presence of a “soft” grafted layer on the
hard nanoparticle core allows for the grafted layer regions to
overlap and deform.14 This interpenetration of the grafted
layers is also expected to lead to emergent elastic properties
that should give the material elastic strength,14 which is often
found to correlate strongly with greater dielectric
strength.15−17 The reason for this general tendency of
dielectric strength to increase with material strength is not
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well understood, but we may expect this trend to be beneficial
in our development of dielectric strength of polymer materials
based on PGNPs if the soft grafted polymer layer has
appropriate properties giving rise to this type of rigidification
phenomenon. Recent molecular simulation studies17−19 have
given some insight into the effect of the grafted layer on fluids
of PGNPs where it is shown that a grafted layer of moderate
grafting density can give rise to a strong reduction of the
amplitude of density fluctuations in the material compared to
linear polymers (a phenomenon termed “hyperuniform-
ity”17,19,20) and the development of nontrivial collective
motion and dynamic heterogeneity having a phenomenological
similarity to glass-forming liquids.18,21 Qualitative aspects of
this enhanced packing found in PGNPs and related star
polymers having a moderate number of arms have been
illuminated in other recent studies.15,16,22 We can then expect
competing effects associated with the polymer grafting density,
polymer chain length, chain flexibility, polymer nanoparticle
interaction strength, and nanoparticle core size that should
influence the capacity of the polymer-grafted nanoparticles to
interpenetrate. It is evident, for example, if the grafting density
of chains grown from the surface of the nanoparticles is very
high so that the grafted layer becomes a relatively uniform
density brush, then their packing must be rather like their hard
cores so that the elastic stabilization and corresponding
increase of the dielectric strength would be lost even though
this limit should be good for achieving good nanoparticle
dispersion. We must then expect trade-offs to be observed in
the ultimate properties of these materials as these molecular
parameters are varied, and we find below evidence that this is
the case. With regard to the advance of polymer grafting as an
approach for developing improved nanoparticle−polymer
“blends”, we note that another advantage is that processing
of these materials does not require the addition of
compatibilizer additives that can lead to the undesirable slow
“aging” of the material properties associated with phase
separation. Furthermore, the matrix-free PGNPs yield high
loadings of nanoparticles while maintaining the favorable
properties of nanoparticles as well as polymers, thus enabling
high-performance nanocomposite materials.23,24 The approach
of using different molecular masses and grafting densities has
been used to tune the gas permeability properties as well as
mechanical properties in pioneering work by Kumar and co-
workers.25,26 Bockstaller and co-workers have demonstrated
the effect of the grafting density and molecular mass on the
mechanical properties of polymer-grafted nanoparticle-based
films.27

In regards to the grafting feasibility, polymers can be facilely
grafted onto titania (TiO2) nanoparticles (NPs) as well as
BaTiO3 NPs using different methods such as the “grafting-to”
method which involves the attachment of end-functionalized
polymer chains on the surface of nanoparticles via suitable
chemical reactions.28 This involves nanoparticle surface
modification by silylation, followed by click reactions including
thiolene, epoxy−amine, etc. This method has been utilized for
the grafting of polystyrene (PS), PMMA, and poly(vinylidene
fluoride) (PVDF) to BaTiO3 NPs.

29−31 The major disadvant-
age of the grafting-to method is the difficulty in achieving
PGNPs having a high graft density due to the steric hindrance
occurring in grafting-to reactions. Another approach is
template-assisted synthesis, which involves the crystallization
of BaTiO3 nanoparticles within the specific area of the
template. This method has been efficiently used for the

fabrication of core−shell nanomaterials with precise control of
structures and morphologies.32−35 However, template-assisted
synthesis has not been widely used because of the difficulty in
scalability. Lastly, the “grafting-from” method involves the use
of surface-initiated controlled radical polymerizations such as
atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP),36−45 and
reversible addition−fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT)
polymerization46,47,56,48−55 is another method to grow polymer
chains directly from the surface of the nanoparticle. This
approach has been used for the synthesis of well-defined
polymer-grafted BaTiO3 nanoparticles.
Structure−property relationship studies of polymer-grafted

BaTiO3 nanoparticle cast nanocomposites have demonstrated
that several factors influence the dielectric performance of
these nanocomposites, such as the radius of the nanoparticle
core, the thickness of the grafted polymer layer of the core−
shell nanoparticles, type of polymer grafted on the nano-
particles,35,40 and separation between nanoparticles cores.41

The type of interfacial layer can also be varied, and multiple
polymers have been utilized to create a “double-shell” grafted
layer around the solid nanoparticle cores.44 Yang et al.30

reported the utilization of thiol−ene click reaction for grafting
PS or PMMA on BaTiO3 nanoparticles surface to investigate
the effect of molecular mass of polymer-grafted chains and
graft density (BaTiO3 NPs size: ≈100 nm; graft density =
(0.072 to 0.585) chains/nm2; molecular mass: 10K (graft
density = 0.585 chains/nm2) to 80K (graft density = 0.072
chains/nm2); energy density: 0.02 J/cm3 at 10 kV/mm) on the
dielectric performance of nanocomposite. However, due to the
limitation of the grafting-to approach, they were unable to
synthesize high graft density PGNPs with high molecular mass
polymer chains.
Here we report on the role and effect of low and high

grafting density of high molecular mass polymers, grafted onto
BaTiO3 nanoparticles, on their dielectric performance in these
one-component PGNP nanocomposite films, prepared by
solution processing. The high molecular mass of the PMMA-
grafted chains enable film casting with solution processing. We
synthesized PMMA-grafted BaTiO3 nanoparticles with high
molecular mass and with different graft densities using the
“grafting-from” method via SI-ATRP polymerization. The
grafting density and molecular mass were tuned with varying
the feed ratio of monomer to ATRP initiator functionalized
BaTiO3 NPs. The synthesized PMMA-grafted BaTiO3 NPs
provide unique strategies to disperse nanoparticles in polymer
matrices by preventing aggregation while enhancing the
desired properties of the polymer nanocomposites.12 Fur-
thermore, the PGNPs can be conveniently and relatively
rapidly solution-processed into polymer nanocomposite films
free from matrices, thereby producing polymer films with high
nanoparticle loadings (up to ≈42 mass %). We observe that
the low grafting density and high molecular mass based PGNPs
show high permittivity, high dielectric strength, and hence high
capacitive energy densities (≈5.2 J/cm3), which are higher
than those for higher grafted density PGNPs and an order of
magnitude higher than their blend counterparts. We anticipate
that the high dielectric strength of low grafted-density PGNPs
is due to the overlap and entanglement of grafted polymers in
these “soft shell” PGNPs. The grafting density effects
demonstrated in this study are expected to influence the
mechanical properties,57 ionic conductivities,58 and macro-
scopic superlattices59 of PGNPs, in addition to the dielectric
properties studies here.
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■ MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials
BaTiO3 nanoparticles (50 nm), 30% aqueous H2O2 solution, (3-
aminopropyl)trimethoxysilane (APTMS), α-bromoisobutyryl bro-
mide (BIB), triethylamine, methyl methacrylate (MMA), styrene,
copper(I) bromide (CuBr), N ,N ,N′ ,N″ ,N′′-pentamethyl-
diethylenetriamine (PMDETA), 40% hydrofluoric acid (HF), N,N-
dimethylformamide (DMF), toluene, tetrahydrofuran (THF), and
dichloromethane (DCM) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
Chemical Co. MMA and styrene were distilled under vacuum before
use whereas all other reagents and solvents were used as received. The
homopolymer PMMA used in this study was purchased from Polymer
Source and had a molecular mass of 106000 g/mol.

Synthesis
Step I: Surface Hydroxylation of BaTiO3 Nanoparticles by

Treatment with H2O2. BaTiO3 nanoparticles (5.11 g) and a 30 mass
% aqueous H2O2 solution (30 mL) were placed in a 250 mL round-
bottom flask. The reaction mixture was interchangeably stirred,
sonicated for about 1 h, and then refluxed under nitrogen at 105 °C
for 4 h. The modified nanoparticles were recovered upon
centrifugation at 5000 rpm for 10 min and washed several times
using deionized water. The recovered white powder of hydroxylated
BaTiO3 nanoparticles (BT-OH) was dried under vacuum at 80 °C
until a constant mass.
Step II: Modification of BaTiO3-OH (BT-OH) with APTMS.

BT-OH (2 g) and toluene (10 mL) were placed in a 25 mL round-
bottomed flask and interchangeably stirred and sonicated for 1 h.
APTMS (1 g) was added to the mixture, and the reaction mixture was
heated at 80 °C for 24 h under a nitrogen atmosphere. At the end of
the 24 h, silylated BaTiO3 NPs were recovered from the reaction
mixture by centrifugation at 10000 rpm for 10 min followed by
washing several times with toluene. The recovered APTMS-modified
BaTiO3 nanoparticles (BT-APTMS) were dried under vacuum at 80
°C for 12 h.
Step III: Modification with BIB (α-Bromoisobutyryl Bro-

mide). APTMS-modified BaTiO3 (1 g) nanoparticles (BT-APTMS)
and 15 mL of DCM were placed in a 50 mL round-bottomed flask
and interchangeably stirred and sonicated for 1 h. Trimethylamine
(101 mg, 0.140 mL) was added to the solution, and CH2Cl2 solution
containing 0.56 g of α-bromoisobutyryl bromide (229.9 mg, 124 μL)
was then added in a dropwise manner and stirred at 0 °C for 1 h. The
entire reaction mixture was stirred at 0 °C for 3 h followed by
additional stirring at room temperature for 20 h. Subsequently, the
nanoparticles were recovered by centrifugation at 5000 rpm for 10
min followed by washing several times with CH2Cl2. The obtained
initiator-modified BaTiO3 nanoparticles were dried under vacuum at
80 °C for 12 h. FT-IR and TGA were used to characterize the Br-
APTMS-BaTiO3 nanoparticles.
Step IV: SI-ATRP of MMA from BaTiO3 (PB42). Br-APTMS-

BaTiO3 (0.050 g) and 5 mL of DMF were placed in a Schlenk flask
and interchangeably stirred and sonicated for 1 h. 0.025 g of CuBr was
added, and the flask was sealed with a rubber plug. The oxygen in the
flask was carefully removed by evacuating and backfilling with N2 gas
three times. For example, to synthesize PB42 sample, MMA (2.5 g,
2.66 mL) and 0.030 g of PMDETA were added by syringe to the
reaction flask, and a freeze−thaw pump cycle was performed three
times to degas the reaction mixture. This reaction mixture was then
stirred at 65 °C for 24 h. The product was then precipitated in
acetone and recovered by centrifugation at 10000 rpm for 10 min.
The polymer-grafted BT nanoparticles were washed several times in
acetone to remove the ungrafted polymer from the PGNPs. The
obtained PMMA-grafted BaTiO3 (PMMA-g-BaTiO3) nanoparticles
were dried under vacuum at 80 °C for 12 h.
To obtain PMMA-g-BaTiO3 nanoparticles with different graft

densities and molecular mass, the polymer grafting experiment was
performed by changing the feed ratio of BaTiO3-APTMS-Br (2%, 5%,
7.5%) to the mass of MMA (while keeping the other parameters
constant), and the resultant nanoparticles were labeled as PB42 (42

mass % BaTiO3), PB37 (37 mass % BaTiO3), and PB24 (24 mass %
BaTiO3).
Step V: Cleavage of Grafted Chains from the Polymer

Grafted BaTiO3 Nanoparticles. In a typical experiment, PMMA-g-
BaTiO3 (0.020 g) was placed in a Teflon flask, and 5 mL of THF was
added. The mixture was dispersed via sonication for 30 min, then 0.5
mL of an aqueous solution of HF (40 mass %) was added, and the
mixture was allowed to stay overnight with continuous stirring at
room temperature. The cleaved sample was centrifuged to separate
nanoparticles from polymer-grafted chains. The solution containing
cleaved PMMA was concentrated and precipitated in hexane to obtain
PMMA, which was further characterized by gel permeation
chromatography (GPC) and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
analysis.
Characterizations
FT-IR Spectroscopy. FT-IR spectra of nanoparticles were

collected using a PerkinElmer Spectrum 100 series ATR-FTIR
spectrometer.
NMR Spectroscopy. 1H NMR spectra of cleaved polymer

samples were recorded on a Bruker AVANCE 400 1H NMR (400
MHz) spectrometer. Chemical shifts are given in parts per million (δ
ppm) relative to tetramethylsilane (TMS). For 1H NMR spectra,
peaks are calibrated to 7.26 δ ppm.
Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA). TGA of the BaTiO3,

surface-modified BaTiO3, and PMMA grafted BaTiO3 was conducted
using a TGA/DTA 320 Seiko instrument under a nitrogen
atmosphere (flow rate of 100 mL min−1). The thermogram was
generated by placing nearly 10 mg of samples in a pan and heating it
from 30 to 600 °C at a heating rate of 10 °C min−1.
Gel Permeation Chromatography (GPC). Molecular mass

measurements of cleaved polymers were performed by GPC on an
Agilent Technologies 1260 Infinity instrument. Polystyrene standards
were used for calibration. THF was used as the eluent, and the typical
sample concentration was 1 mg mL−1.
Graft Density Calculations
The grafting density (σTGA) was calculated from the TGA analysis
using eq 1. The relative mass of the polymer (mass % shell) grafted on
the nanoparticles and the residual mass of the BT nanoparticle were
extracted from the experimental TGA data at 600 °C60

=
r N

M r4TGA

wt %
wt % core

4
3 core

3
A

w core
2

shell

core

(1)

where mass % of shell = (char yield of the PGNPs) − (char yield of
BT nanoparticle), mass % of core = char yield of BT nanoparticle, NA
= Avogadro’s number, ρcore = 6.09 g/cm3, which represents the
density of bulk BaTiO3, rcore = 50 nm, which correspond to the radius
of BaTiO3 assuming its spherical shape, and Mw = mass average
molecular mass of cleaved polymer chains.
Film Formation
The PMMA-g-BaTiO3 NPs were dissolved in toluene in ratios of 2−
10 mass %. The solutions were mixed on a vortex shaker for 24−48 h
to ensure complete dispersion of the PMMA-g-BaTiO3 in the solvent.
The pristine PMMA homopolymer was dissolved in toluene to make
solutions with concentrations ranging from 2 to 10 mass %. The
BaTiO3 nanoparticles were added to the polymer solutions in the
mass ratios of 42, 37, and 24 mass % with respect to the polymer for
comparison with PGNPs. The PMMA-g-BaTiO3 solutions and the
PMMA−BaTiO3 nanoparticle blend solutions were drop-cast on
aluminum-coated (≈100 nm using ultrahigh-vacuum sputtering)
silicon substrates (purchased from University Wafers) to yield film
thicknesses ranging from approximately 2 to 6 μm. The film
thicknesses were measured using AFM scratch tests.
Dielectric Breakdown and Permittivity Testing
The dielectric breakdown testing was performed using the PolyK
system PK CPE-1801. The polymer-grafted nanoparticle (PMMA-g-
BaTiO3), pristine polymer (PMMA), and polymer−nanoparticle
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blend (PMMA−BaTiO3) films on the conductive substrate were
contacted with spring-loaded electrodes to generate point contacts.
The DC electric field was applied on the films with a ramp rate of 20
V/s, and the breakdown values were recorded using the PolyK
software. The breakdown occurs when ≈1 mA of current passes
through the films. Typically, ≈15 breakdown points were measured
per film, and the data was analyzed using Weibull failure analysis, i.e.,
P(E) = 1 − exp[−(E/EBD)β], where P(E) is the probability of failure,
E is the measured dielectric strength, and EBD is the Weibull dielectric
strength, i.e., the dielectric strength at a failure probability of 63%.
Here, β is a parameter that describes how much the shape of the
relaxation function deviates from being exponential.
The permittivity and the loss tangent data were calculated using

dielectric spectroscopy measurements with a Keysight E4980 AL LCR
meter. The top electrodes on the polymer-grafted nanoparticle and
polymer−nanoparticle blend films were fabricated using the eutectic
gallium−indium liquid metal, and the data were recorded in the
desired frequency range.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Core−shell structured PMMA-g-BaTiO3 NPs were synthesized
by slightly modifying the reported literature37 procedure of the
“grafting from” approach. The different samples synthesized
were labeled as PB42 (41.7 mass % BaTiO3), PB37 (37.4 mass
% BaTiO3), and PB24 (24.08 mass % BaTiO3) depending on
their BaTiO3 content, and the complete characteristics of these
samples are highlighted in Table 1. The four-step procedure of
synthesizing PMMA-g-BaTiO3 NPs consists of hydroxylation
with H2O2 followed by silylation (APTMS), anchoring of
ATRP initiator (BIB) agent, and the final step of SI-ATRP

polymerizations of MMA on BaTiO3 nanoparticles. The
stepwise route for the synthesis is depicted in Scheme 1.
The FTIR spectra of surface-modified BaTiO3 nanoparticles
after every step is shown in Figure S1. First, the surface of the
BaTiO3 nanoparticles was activated by treatment with
hydrogen peroxide. The decomposition of H2O2 on the
surface of NPs generates hydroxyl groups on the BaTiO3
nanoparticle’s surface.61 This is confirmed by the slight
increase in the broadness of the −OH stretching peak around
3400−3600 cm−1 as observed in the FTIR spectra for the BT-
OH (Figure S1), which could be attributed to the formation of
a higher concentration of −OH groups on the surface of
BaTiO3 nanoparticle. Subsequently, the hydroxylated BaTiO3
was subjected to a silylation reaction with APTMS which led
to the anchoring of amino functionality on the nanoparticle
surface. The anchoring of the APTMS was established by the
appearance of alkyl stretching at 2900 cm−1 due to aliphatic
−C−H in APTMS as observed in the FTIR spectra for BT-
APTMS (Figure S1). The BaTiO3-APTMS was further reacted
with 2-bromoisobutyryl bromide (BIB) to synthesize initiator
functionalized BaTiO3 nanoparticle (BaTiO3-APTMS-Br).
The carbonyl stretching at 1650 cm−1 due to −CONH−
(amide) groups was noticed in the spectra for BT-BIB
indicative of BIB moiety attachment to the BaTiO3 surface.
Finally, SI-ATRP of MMA on BaTiO3-APTMS-Br nano-
particles resulted in the surface functionalization of nano-
particles (PMMA-g-BaTiO3) as evidenced by the appearance
of the characteristic peak of −C�O at 1722 cm−1.

Table 1. Results of SI-ATRP Polymerization of MMA from the BaTiO3 Surface

sample
name

particle to monomer ratio
(mass %)

MMA:BT-APTMS-
Br:CuBr(I)

Mn
a

(g/mol)
Mw

(g/mol) dispersity
shell thicknessb

(nm)
BT content in PGNPs (mass %)

(from TGA)

PB42 2 50:1:0.5 101900 130000 1.27 5−9 42.7
PB37 5 20:1:0.5 71200 100000 1.40 5−8 37.4
PB24 7.5 13.33:1:0.5 53600 97700 1.82 ≈7 24.1

aMolecular masses were obtained from GPC of polymer cleaved PMMA-g-BaTiO3 samples.
bShell thickness range�calculated from image analysis

of multiple TEM micrographs.

Scheme 1. Synthesis of PMMA-g-BaTiO3 (PB) Nanoparticles
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Figure S2 depicts the 1H NMR spectrum of the polymer
cleaved from PMMA-g-BaTiO3 NPs (PB24); the broad signal
at 3.65 δ ppm corresponds to −OCH3, multiplets in the range
0.84−1.21 δ ppm correspond to −CH3, and the multiplets in
the range 1.43−2.06 δ ppm correspond to − CH2− of the
PMMA backbone. The characteristic peaks of the PMMA
noticed in the 1H nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
spectrum of cleaved polymer strongly suggests that PMMA is
indeed grafted onto BaTiO3 nanoparticles.
The cleaved polymer samples were also characterized by gel

permeation chromatography (GPC) measurements, and the
results of GPC are presented in Table 1 (Figures S3−S6). The
molecular masses of grafted polymer chains on BaTiO3
nanoparticles were in the range of 97700−130000 g/mol
and were found to be a function of the feed ratio of BaTiO3
nanoparticles and MMA. The median value of polydispersity
was close to 1.4, indicating good control in the molecular mass
of polymer grafted on the nanoparticles using ATRP
polymerization. Aside from the reasonable control in the
polydispersity of molecular mass of the high molecular mass
polymer grafted nanoparticles, we also varied the graft density
of the polymer grafted nanoparticles by varying the feed ratio.
For the MMA concentrations studied, the polymerization rates
of polymer grafted on the nanoparticles were found to be
dependent on the concentration of monomer used. A higher
rate of polymerization is expected for systems where a high
concentration of the monomer was used. Furthermore, the use
of a high concentration of the monomer in the reaction
mixture could influence the dispersibility of the nanoparticle in

the reaction mixture. A high concentration of the monomer in
the reaction mixture results in poor dispersion of initiator-
grafted BaTiO3 NPs in the reaction mixture, which leads to a
decrease in the available sites on the nanoparticles (reduced
surface area) for the polymerization. To support the
explanation put forth, dynamic light scattering (DLS) analysis
was conducted of initiator-grafted BaTiO3 NPs in different
mixtures of MMA and DMF. The initiator-grafted BaTiO3 NPs
exhibited excellent dispersion in the DMF (lowest z-average
size) while poor dispersion (increase in z-average size) was
noticed with an increase in the concentration of MMA in the
reaction mixture (Figure S7). In addition, the variation in the
monomer concentration with respect to BaTiO3 NPs also
resulted in the variation of concentration of the “CuBr(I)”
catalyst leading to different graft densities.62 A lower catalyst
copper concentration for PB42 resulted in a lower graft density
while a high concentration of PB24 resulted in a high graft
density. Therefore, the variation rate of the polymerization
reaction and the dispersion of initiator-grafted BaTiO3 NPs at
different loading compositions afforded formulation of high
molecular masses and a range of BaTiO3 PGNPs with varying
graft density.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was used to

observe the morphology and dispersion of the synthesized
PMMA-g-BaTiO3 NPs in the solvent used for solution
processing. Figure 1 presents TEM micrographs of cast
PMMA-g-BaTiO3 nanoparticles film. Clearly, in the TEM
images, we observe a lighter corona coating layer which
corresponds to the grafted polymer shell and a relatively darker

Figure 1. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of PMMA-g-BaTiO3: (A) PB42, (B) PB37, and (C) PB24. (D) Atomic force
microscopy (AFM) image showing the dispersion of PMMA-g-BaTiO3 PGNPs in single-component films.
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shade core BaTiO3 nanoparticle. Image analysis was used to
calculate the shell thickness of the polymer layer. Table 1
presents the sample identity and respective thickness of the
polymer shell. The shell thickness showed a slight increase as a
function of the feed ratio of the monomer used for polymer
grafting. Furthermore, we noticed the grafting of the PMMA
on the BaTiO3 surface also improved the dispersion of the
nanoparticles in solution processable solvent. The morphology
of drop-cast film of PMMA-g-BaTiO3 NPs was also analyzed
by atomic force microscopy (AFM). AFM also validated good
dispersion of PMMA-g-BaTiO3 NPs in solvent (Figure 1D),
indicating grafted PMMA chains restrict agglomeration of
BaTiO3 NPs in a solution processable solvent.
Figure 2 shows the thermograms of bare NPs and PMMA-g-

BaTiO3 PGNPs. The char yield value derived from TGA

measurement was used to estimate the amount of polymer
grafted on the BaTiO3 nanoparticles. The char yield of various

PMMA-g-BaTiO3 PGNPs was found to be varied with
variation in the concentration of monomer polymerization
reaction. PB42 yields a char value of 41.7 mass %, PB37 yields
a char value of 37.4 mass %, and PB24 yields a char value of
24.08 mass % indicative of the extent of polymer grafted on the
nanoparticles. A similar decrease in the char yield of the
PMMA-g-BaTiO3 NPs was observed when MMA was diluted
with anisole.38

The films of PMMA-g-BaTiO3 including PB42, PB37, and
PB24 were cast from toluene and tested for dielectric
properties. To decouple the effects of polymer grafting,
solutions of bare BaTiO3 nanoparticles and PMMA (mol
mass 106 000 g/mol) were prepared and are termed “blends”
here. The ratios of bare particles with respect to PMMA in
blends were maintained at 42%, 37%, and 24% to accurately
mimic the PGNP concentrations. Figure 3A shows the
dielectric permittivity (εr) of the PGNP as well as the blend
samples. In general, the permittivity increases with an
increasing amount of BaTiO3 nanoparticles for both PGNPs
and bare nanoparticle−polymer blends. The permittivities of
the PGNP samples and the blend samples are comparable to
each other, showing that the polymer grafting does not
significantly affect the nanoparticle polarizability under an
electric field. Furthermore, these permittivities are comparable
with those observed for the BaTiO3 PMMA PGNPs studied in
the literature30,37 for the same nanoparticle concentration. For
the PGNPs and blends studied here, PB42 shows the highest
permittivity of 9.89 ± 3 at a frequency of 1 kHz.
Figure 3B shows the loss tangent (tan δ) of the PGNP and

blend samples as a function of frequency. The loss tangent for
the blends as well as PGNPs is lower than 0.1 in the frequency
range of 1 kHz to 1 MHz. Additionally, the loss tangent of
PGNPs with higher nanoparticle fractions, i.e., PB42 and
PB37, is less than their blend counterparts, which might be due
to the low graft density of the PB42 and PB37 PGNPs. The
lower graft density enables the “star-polymer”-like behavior of
PGNPs by enabling polymer entanglement.63 This in turn
might decrease the loss tangent of the PGNPs. Higher graft
density, on the other hand, causes the PGNPs to behave like
hard spheres, which might increase the loss tangent of the

Figure 2. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) curves of the PMMA-g-
BaTiO3, BT-APTMS-Br, and bare BaTiO3 nanoparticles.

Figure 3. (A) Dielectric permittivity (εr) and (B) loss tangent (tan δ) of BaTiO3 grafted PMMA PGNPs PB42, PB37, and PB24, where 42, 37, and
24 denote the mass % fraction of nanoparticles in single-component PGNPs, blends of PMMA with bare nanoparticles in the weight fraction of 42
mass %, 37 mass %, and 24 mass %, and pure PMMA. The permittivity increases with increasing the fraction of the nanoparticles in PGNPs as well
as blends, with PGNP permittivities being comparable to the blend permittivities. Low grafting density PGNPs i.e., PB42 and PB37, show lower
loss tangent as compared to their blend counterparts due to polymer interpenetration and “star-polymer”-like nature.
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PGNPs. Here, we observe that the high graft density PB24
PGNP exhibits a higher loss tangent compared to its blend
counterpart.
In addition to the dielectric permittivity of the dielectric

materials, the dielectric strength is another important property
that dictates the capacitive energy storage properties of the
dielectric capacitors. Given that the dielectric strength is the
measure of a material’s ability to withstand an electric field, it
dictates the maximum energy that the material can store
without undergoing failure. In the context of polymeric
nanocomposites, the dielectric strength is dictated by the
dielectric strength of the polymer, nanofillers, and the
interactions of polymer and nanofillers. Usually, with adding
inorganic nanofillers such as BaTiO3 in polymers, the dielectric
strength decreases significantly1 due to particle aggregation,
and increased electrical stress at the particle−polymer
interface. We expect that the particle grafting to the
nanoparticles can alleviate these problems given that the
polymer grafting enables uniform particle distribution and can
decrease electrical stresses at the interface due to the covalent
bonding between the particle and polymer.
The dielectric strengths of the polymer grafted nano-

particles, polymer−bare nanoparticle blends, and pure
PMMA are analyzed using the two-parameter Weibull equation
given by

=
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where P(E) is the cumulative probability of dielectric failure, E
is the measured dielectric strength, EBD is the Weibull dielectric
strength, i.e., the dielectric strength at 63.2% probability of
failure, and β is the fitting parameter. Figure 4A shows the
Weibull probability plots of the polymer-grafted nanoparticles
PB42, PB37, and PB24 compared to the polymer and bare
nanoparticle blends with 42% and 24% nanoparticle loadings
and pure PMMA. It is evident from the plots that the blends
have a higher probability of failure at lower electric fields, while

the probability of failure of PGNPs is comparable to that of the
pure polymer.
Figure 4B shows the Weibull dielectric strengths calculated

at 63.2% probability of failure. The Weibull dielectric strengths
of PB42, PB37, PB24, 42% blend, 24% blend, and pure PMMA
are 346 V/μm (β = 3.55), 347 V/μm (β = 5.65), 199.7 V/μm
(β = 6.07), 53.75 V/μm (β = 15.76), 93.45 V/μm (β = 8.83),
and 246.95 V/μm (β = 8.04), respectively. The polymer-
grafted nanoparticles show significantly higher dielectric
strength than their blend counterparts. This significant
increment might be due to the highly uniform distribution of
nanoparticles and reduced electric field stress at the polymer−
particle interface in grafted nanoparticle-based composites.
Furthermore, given that the nanoparticle fractions are high in
PGNPs and blends (24% to 42%), these effects might be
amplified further. As expected, the dielectric strengths of bare
nanoparticle−polymers blends are higher at lower nano-
particles loadings of 2 and 5 mass % (Figure S9), although
the permittivities are also lower at these mass fractions (Figure
S8).
It is interesting to note that while PB24 has lower BaTiO3

content, its dielectric strength is still lower than the higher
BaTiO3 content PB42 and PB37 PGNP nanocomposites. The
grafting density of PB24 is around 0.929 chains/nm2, which is
much higher than the grafting densities of PB42 (0.303 chains/
nm2) and PB37 (0.470 chains/nm2). The higher grafting
density of the PGNPs caused the nanoparticles to behave like
“hard-sphere”-like particles,63 which have minimum polymer
interpenetration and entanglements. Furthermore, these have
high chain-end densities known to enhance breakdown.
Together, these reduce the electrical stress dissipation and
trigger the dielectric breakdown of the nanocomposites. The
low-grafted density PGNPs PB42 and PB37, on the other
hand, have a higher dielectric strength due to their lower chain-
end density and “star-polymer”-like behavior.63 This shows
that the dielectric strength of PGNPs is dictated by a
combination of multiple factors including graft density,

Figure 4. (A) Weibull probability plots and (B) Weibull dielectric strength, which shows an electric field at 63.2% probability of failure for BaTiO3-
grafted PMMA PGNPs PB42, PB37, and PB24, where 42, 37, and 24 denote the mass % fraction of nanoparticles in single-component PGNPs,
blends of PMMA with bare nanoparticles in the weight fraction of 42 mass % and 24 mass %, and pure PMMA. The dielectric strength of PGNPs is
significantly higher than their blends’ counterparts, which might be due to the uniform distribution of particles in the polymer matrices and reduced
dielectric contrast between the polymer and the nanoparticles.
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nanoparticle fraction, grafted polymer, the type of nanoparticle,
and polymer molecular weight.
The maximum energy stored inside a dielectric material can

be calculated using the material’s permittivity and dielectric
strength by

=U E
1
2max 0 r BD

2
(3)

where ε0 is the permittivity of free space, εr is relative
permittivity, EBD is the dielectric strength, and Umax is the
maximum energy stored in the dielectric material. The
maximum energy densities of the polymer grafted nano-
particles, blends, and pure PMMA as calculated from eq 2 are
plotted in Figure 5 and mentioned in Table 2 with the rest of

the PGNP and blends parameters. The polymer-grafted
nanoparticles demonstrate higher energy density as compared
to their blend counterparts on account of higher dielectric
strength. Furthermore, PB42, which has the highest nano-
particle content (≈42%) and lowest grafting density (≈0.303
chains/nm2), shows the highest energy density of ≈5.2 J/cm3,
which is significantly higher than those of commercial
dielectric capacitors (≈(1 to 2) J/cm3).

The polymer-grafted nanoparticles’ capability to store high
energy density due to the grafted polymer chains is highly
facile and versatile, especially as it does not need developing
any new materials. Furthermore, the tunability of dielectric
properties by simply tuning grafting density and polymer
molecular weight demonstrates the versatility of polymer-
grafted nanoparticles for developing materials with tailored
properties and shows the fine interplay between the structure−
property relationship of these materials as well as between the
polymer physics and the energy storage capabilities of
polymeric nanocomposites.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, core−shell structured PMMA-g-BaTiO3 NPs
with varying molecular mass and graft density were synthesized
via the “grafting from” approach by performing hydroxylation
(H2O2) followed by silylation (APTMS), anchoring of ATRP
initiator (BIB) agent, and the final step of SI-ATRP
polymerizations of MMA on BaTiO3 nanoparticles. The
FTIR and 1H NMR measurements established successful
grafting of PMMA on nanoparticles. GPC measurements of
polymer cleaved from PGNPs exhibited molecular mass
((97700 to130000) g/mol) with lower polydispersity, and
the molecular mass of the grafted chain was influenced by the
feed ratio. TEM confirmed successful grafting of BaTiO3 NPs
with PMMA with shell thickness in the range of (3 to 10) nm,
and the shell thickness was tunable based on the feed ratio.
The evaluation of the dielectric performance of hybrid core−
shell single-component nanocomposites showed variable
dielectric constant εr (3.7 to 9.9) and low dielectric loss
(<0.05) with high breakdown strength ((200 to 347) V/μm),
resulting in energy densities ranging from 0.82 J/cm3 to 5.2
J/cm3. In particular, the grafted nanoparticles with the highest
molecular weight and lowest grafting density showed an energy
density of ≈5.2 J/cm3, which is an order of magnitude higher
than their blend counterparts. Furthermore, the tunability of
dielectric and energy storage properties by varying polymer
grafting density and nanoparticle loading provides unparalleled
control over the material properties of these nanocomposites.
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Figure 5. Comparison of the maximum energy density of BaTiO3
PGNPs, bare BaTiO3 and PMMA blends, and pure PMMA films. The
PGNPs display the potential of higher energy density as compared to
their blend counterparts due to uniform particle distribution and
reduced electrical stress on the particles, with PB42 having 42%
BaTiO3 content and low grafting density of 0.3 chains/nm2 reaching a
maximum energy density of ≈5.2 J/cm3.

Table 2. Results of the Dielectric Performance of BaTiO3-g-PMMA

polymer nanocomposite permittivity
breakdown voltage, EBD

(V/μm)
energy density, U

(J/cm3)
char yield
(%)

mol mass,
Mw

grafting density
(chains/nm2)

PB42 (PGNP) 9.89 ± 3 346.2 5.21 41.7 130000 0.303
PB37 (PGNP) 3.9 ± 0.2 347.1 2.08 37.3 97000 0.470
PB24 (PGNP) 3.7 ± 0.2 199.7 0.82 24.08 100080 0.929
PMMA + 24% BT (blend) 3.26 93.45 0.13 106000
PMMA + 42% BT (blend) 9.21 ± 0.4 53.75 0.18 106000
pure PMMA 2.11 ± 0.4 246.9 0.57 106 000
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